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Dekker’s algorithm really does provide mutual exclusion, its box expression is simpli- 
fied through process abstraction techniques [9,8], simplified further with algebraic laws 
for box expressions, and then S-invariants and traps [26] are used. Deadlock-freedom is 
proved using S-invariants and traps. To prove that requests to enter the critical section 
are granted, T-invariants [26] are used. 
In the second part of the paper, we use the same techniques to prove mutual exclu- 
sion, deadlock-freedom, and a different liveness property for Dijkstra’s mutual exclusion 
algorithm. 
2. A basic Petri net programming notation 
We consider only a fragment of B(PN)* large enough to conduct our study. The 
syntax of the fragment is 
program ::= decl; par 
decl ::= var varname : set init value 
pa= ::= corn 1 corn I( corn 
1 decl; decl 
corn ::= (expr) ( corn; corn ( do altset od 
expr ::= varname := value 1 varname = value 
(expr V expr) 1 (expr A expr) 
altset ::= (expr); corn repeat I (expr); corn exit I altset Oaltset 
We do not describe the syntax of varname, set and value. It is similar to that used 
in PASCAL. In this paper, the only sets used are {true, false} and { 1,2}. A program 
generated by this syntax is well-formed if it satisfies the following context conditions: 
??every variable that appears in par is declared in decl; 
??no variable is declared twice in decl; 
0 in an expression var varname : set init value, value is an element of set. 
We will give an informal, operational account of the semantics of B(PN)* com- 
mands (a formal semantics is given later in terms of Petri nets). Variable declara- 
tions are familiar from traditional programming languages; for instance, the clause 
‘var b: {true, false} init true’ declares a boolean variable b, with ‘true’ as initial value. 
The command (expr) denotes the atomic execution of expr. An expression of the form 
(x := 0) assigns 0 to X, while (x = 0) delays execution until some moment in which 
x has value 0. Expressions can be combined using conjunctions and disjunctions. An 
atomic action like (X = 1 V(y = 0 A y := 1)) either delays execution until some moment 
in which x has value 1, or until some moment in which y has value 0, and in this case 
execution is resumed by setting y to 1 (in the atomic action, expressions of the form 
varname = value are evaluated before expressions of the form varname := value). 
The command corn1 1) corn2 denotes the parallel, independent execution of corn1 and 
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com2, while the command coml; corns denotes the sequential execution of corn1 and 
com2. 
Finally, the command 
do (expr,); pt repeat 0 . . . 0 (expr,); p,, repeat 
0 (expr,,,); q1 exit 0 . . . 0 (expr,,,); qm exit 
od 
denotes a combination of looping and nondeterministic choice. It delays execution until 
a moment in which one or more of the atomic actions (expr,), . . . , (expr,,,) can be 
performed. Then, one of this actions, say (expr,), is nondeterministically selected and 
performed, after which the execution of its corresponding alternative (pi if i <n and 
q<-n otherwise) begins. If it terminates, and the alternative is of repeat type, then the 
control is transferred to the point before do; if it is of exit type, then the control is 
transferred to the point after od. 
We can write a version of Dekker’s mutual exclusion algorithm [25] for two pro- 
cesses in B(PN)‘. We first encode the processes into commands p1 and ~2, which 
use two shared boolean variables, bt and b2, as well as a shared variable k having 
{ 1,2} as its set of values. We give the code for ~1; the code for p2 is obtained by 
exchanging 1 and 2 everywhere. 
do 
(bl := true); 
do (b2 = true A k = 2); (bl := false); (k = 1); (bl := true) repeat 
0 (b2 = false) exit 
od; 
(k := 2); critical section; (bl := false) 
repeat 
od 
The composite atomic action (b2 = true A k = 2) is important for correctness: if it 
is replaced by (b2 = true) ; (k = 2), then the program may deadlock. ’ The box 
calculus allows these composite atomic actions to be translated smoothly into multisets 
of names. It is possible to avoid the composite atomic actions in this program at the 
price of introducing a busy waiting loop. 
The complete program (with a little bit of syntactic sugar in the declarations) is 
var bl, bz: {true, false} init false; 
var k:{1,2} init 1; 
PI II P2 
By way of comparison, Walker [31] also writes Dekker’s algorithm in a parallel 
’ Assume k is initially set to 1. Both processes may set their local variables to ‘true’, and then pass the 
guards b2 = true and bl = true of the inner loop. Thereafter, the first process waits for k to become 2, 
while the second process sets b2 to ‘false’, and also waits for k to become 2. No more actions are possible. 
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programming language (Milner’s language of [20, Ch. 8]), but only the code for the 
processes is given; the top-level declarations and composition operations are omitted. 
Since the atomic action (by = true A k = 2) cannot be directly modeled in CCS, it is 
simulated using the busy waiting loop mentioned above. 
We want the algorithm to have three important properties. First, pi and p2 should 
never both be in their critical sections. Second, the algorithm should be deadlock-free. 
Third, if a process pi requests access to the critical section by setting bi to ‘true’ 
then the request should be eventually granted. We will prove these properties using a 
combination of process algebra and net techniques. First we look at the semantics of 
B(PN)‘. 
3. The small box calculus 
The semantics of B(PN)2 is defined in [4] by a mapping from programs to expres- 
sions of the box calculus [2]. The box calculus is a powerful process algebra, and 
for our case study we only need a small fragment of it. We shall only describe this 
fragment, which we call the small box calculus. 
Let Nam be a set of names; for our purposes, we can assume Nam to be finite. 
Following CCS, we also assume that there exists a bijection -: Nam ---f Nam with 
ii # a. The name 2 is called the conjugate of a. The carrier of the algebra is the set 
Act of actions, defined as the set of finite sets over Nam; if a and b are names, then 
sets like {a, b} and {a,Z} are actions. In particular, the empty set 0 is an action; its 
role is similar to the role of r in CCS. Throughout the paper we identify the name a 
and the action {a}. 
The expressions of the small box calculus have the following syntax, where a ranges 
over Act and a ranges over Nam: 
E ::= F 1 [a:E] 
F ::= G ) F 11 F 
G ::= stopIaIG;GIGllGIG*G 
To reduce the parentheses needed to write expressions of the box calculus, we will 
adopt the convention that ‘;’ binds stronger than ‘ 0 ‘, and ‘ 0 ’ binds stronger than ‘*‘. 
In the sequel, G (or Gi) denotes an expression generated by the last line of the 
syntax, and similarly for F and E. 
Informally, the expression stop does nothing, while a just performs the action a. The 
expression Gi ; G2 represents sequential composition, and Gi [I G2 represents choice. The 
expression Gi * GZ is behaviourally equivalent to the recursively defined expression: 
X = (Gi;X)CiGz 
Accordingly, * is called the iteration operator. The expression FI 11 FZ represents 
independent parallel composition, with no synchronisation between FI and F2. 
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Finally, the expression [a: E], called scoping of a in E, enforces synchronisation in 
E on the name a. It is similar to the combination of synchronisation and restriction 
in CCS. The operator [a: E] has been proved to be associative and commutative in 
[2], and therefore we adopt [JV : E], where .A’” = {at,. . . , a,}, as an abbreviation for 
[ai : [. . . [a, : E]. . .]. Notice that, unlike a process algebra like CCS, components here 
cannot synchronise without scoping, and that more than two parallel components may 
synchronise: for instance, the three components of the expression 
communicate in a single 0 action. 
This concludes the informal description of the small box calculus. Apart from the fact 
that the full box calculus described in [2] has more combinators, the differences are: 
?? in [2], actions are, more generally, multisets of names, instead of sets; 
??the iteration operator of [2] is slightly more complicated; 
??in the small box calculus, nesting of parallel and scoping operators is not allowed. 
The notions used in this paper can be extended to the full box calculus. We only 
consider the small box calculus for the sake of simplicity. 
The full box calculus has been given a net semantics [2] and an operational semantics 
[17]. They are formally consistent in the sense that the transition systems obtained from 
the net and the operational semantics are isomorphic. We do not use the operational 
semantics in this paper; we refer the interested reader to [17]. The net semantics of 
the small box calculus is given in the next section. Now we describe how to translate 
Dekker’s algorithm into an expression of the small box calculus. 
The B(PN)2 program for Dekker’s algorithm translates to the box expression 
Dekker E [M: P1 )I Pa 11 B1 1) Ba 11 K] 
where commands PI and p2 translate to P1 and P2, and the variables bt , bz, and 
k translate to B1, Bs, and K. The set J contains the names on which the parallel 
components synchronise. 
To explain how variables and commands are translated to box expressions we define 
a mapping C from some B(PN)2 code p to a box expression b(p). In translating vari- 
ables, we assume that every expression of the form varname := value or varname = 
value has been assigned a name. An expression u := c, where v is a variable name 
and c a value, is assigned the name vwc (w stands for ‘write’); an expression v = c is 
assigned the name vrc (r stands for ‘read’). Then, b(var bl : {true,false} init false) is 
the following expression Bl: 
Bl = (byf nblwf * biwt) ; (bzt Oblwt * blwf) * stop 
Operationally, this expression performs the first argument of the iteration infinitely 
often, because the second argument of the iteration is stop, which cannot be performed. 
The first argument can perform byf or biwf arbitrarily often, and then (if ever) 
perform bz. After that, byt or blwt can be performed infinitely often, and then (if 
ever) blwf. 
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Similarly, the declarations of bZ and k translate to the expressions B1, K: 
B2 3 (byf ubawf * bawt) ; (byt flbawt * bawf) * stop 
Kz(&?ukwl*kw2); (&!lkw2*kwl) *stop 
Next we consider the translation of commands. The command (expr), where expr 
is the composition of subexpressions by conjunction and disjunction, translates to a 
choice ~110 . . . !la, between actions. To compute the actions: 
??put expr in disjunctive normal form; let expr,, . . . , expr, be the disjuncts of the 
normal form; 
?? for every i, take CQ as the set of the names given to the conjuncts of expr,. 
For example, we have 
b((k = 1 V (k = 2 A b2 := false)}) = krlu(kr2,bzf) 
The commands for sequential and parallel composition are easy to translate: 
b(coah; coma) = b(comi) ; &coma) 
b(comr 11 coma) = b(coml) (( b(coma) 
Finally, the command 
do pl repeat Cl . . . 0 p,, repeat 
II q1 exit 0 . . . II qm exit 
od 
is translated to 
~(PIW ... O&P,) * B(q1)O ... o&qm) 
If there are no repeat (exit) clauses, then we write stop in the first (second) argument 
of the iteration. 
The expression P1 for the command p1 of Deklcer’s algorithm is then given by the 
following abbreviations: 
Pi z {bz, request,}; Pii * stop 
Pi1 r(P1a * barf); {k>,enterl}; {exitl,bzf} 
Pi2 E {bart,kr2};bzf; krl; bz 
The names request,, enterl, and exit1 have been inserted to show when the process 
requests entry, enters, and exits its critical section. The process Pi requests access to 
the critical section when it executes bs in P1. This can be faithfully modelled using 
the fact that an action can be a set of names: in {bz,requestl}, both names occur 
at the same time. * 
z A similar construction is possible in MEIJE [5]. 
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In [31], the translation from the programming language to CCS is ad hoc, because 
a translation following the definition of the programming language would have been 
tedious. Here, the expressiveness of the box calculus makes applying the full transla- 
tion easier. The resulting box calculus expression is also more concise than Walker’s 
corresponding CCS expression. Furthermore, since CCS does not support actions built 
from sets of names, Walker is forced to add a request, entry, and exit actions just 
after each occurrence of a request, entry, or exit, not simultaneously with it. 
4. Net semantics of the small box calcuh~s 
Here we describe the net semantics for the small box calculus. We first need some 
basic notions about labelled Petri nets and boxes. 
4.1. Labelled Petri nets, boxes 
A labelled net C is a four-tuple (S, T, F, A), where 
??S and T are disjoint, finite sets, 
??FC(S x T)U(T x S), and 
?? il is a function called the labelling of N, such that 
2 : S - {{e}, 0, {x)), 
I: T d Act. 
The elements of S and T are called places and transitions, respectively. Places and 
transitions are generically called nodes. Given a node x of N, ??x = {y 1 (y,x) E F} 
is the preset of x and X* = {y 1 (x, y) E F} is the postset of x. Given a set of nodes 
X of N, we define ‘X = UxEX ??x and X* = lJxEX x*. 
The places labelled by {e} and {x} are called entry and exit places, respectively. 
The set of entry places of Z is denoted by ‘C, and its set of exit places by Z*. 
A marking of a labelled net C is a mapping M : S -+ N. A marking M enables a 
transition t if M(s) > 1 for every place s E ‘t. If a transition t is enabled at M, then 
it can occur, and its occurrence leads to the successor marking M’, written M A M’, 
which is defined for every place s by 
( 
M(s) if s 4 ??t and s 4 t’ or s E ??t and s E tm, 
M’(s) = M(s) - 1 if s E ??t and s $! t’, 
M(s) + 1 if s $ ‘t and s E t’. 
A labelled Petri net is a pair (C,Mo), where Z is a labelled net and MO is a marking 
of C. For a label a, we write M -‘% M’ if M -& M’ for some transition t labelled 
by CL A sequence of the form MO % Ml -% . . . c(, M,, is called a finite occurrence 
sequence of (&MO), and we say that the marking M,, is reachable from MO. An infmite 
sequence of the form MO % MI -% M2 . . . is called an infmite occurrence sequence 
of (&MO). 
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(&MO) is said to be l-safe if for every reachable marking M and every place s, 
M(s) < 1. A box is a labelled net C satisfying the following three conditions: 
??Z has at least one entry and one exit place; 
??exit places have no output transitions; 
??every transition has some input and some output place. 3 
The initial marking of a box is the one which puts one token in each entry place and 
no tokens in the rest. In the sequel, we identify a box Z and the pair (&MO), where 
Ma is the initial marking of C. 
4.2. Box semantics 
The box semantics of the small calculus is given by a mapping SJ which assigns 
a box a(E) to the box expression E. The mapping 33 is defined inductively on the 
structure of box expressions: we first define B(G), then W(F), and finally 93(E). In 
this section we only give an informal definition; a formal definition can be found in 
the Appendix. 
We make use of a merging operation. To merge two or more places of a net, add 
a new place, whose set of input (output) transitions is the union of the sets of input 
(output) transitions of the old places, and then remove the old places. 
The definition of 99(G) is illustrated in Fig. 1. The box @stop) has just an entry 
place e and an exit place x. The box 39(a) has moreover a transition labelled a. The 
box @(Gi; G2) is constructed by merging the exit place of B(Gi ) and the entry place 
of g(G2); the resulting place carries no label. The box a(Gi 0 G2) is constructed by 
merging the entry places of W(Gi ) and W(Gz), labelling the result with e, and then 
merging the exit places, labelling the result with X. The box SY(Gr * G2) is constructed 
by merging the entry and exit places of B(Gi ) and the entry place of SY(G2); the 
resulting place is labelled by e. 
The box 99(Gi 11 Gz) . IS constructed by simply putting @(Gi ) and B(G2) side by 
side. Therefore, the box for a expression B(F) may have more than one entry place 
and more than one exit place, but it is still the case that every transition has one 
input and one output place. It also follows from this definition that the operator (( is 
associative and commutative. 
Finally, we define the box 9Y([a : E]) as the result of performing the following 
operation on 93(E): 
(1) for every pair of transitions tl, t2 such that some name a appears in the label of 
tl and ii appears in the label of t2, add a new transition whose set of input (output) 
places is the union of the sets of input (output) places of the old transitions (but without 
removing the old transitions); label the new transition with the set of all names present 
in the labels of tl, t2, except a and 2. 
(2) remove from the resulting net all transitions having a or 3 in its label. 
Fig. 2 shows these steps for [{a, b} : a 11 {G,b} 11 g]. 
3 A box is defined in [2] as an equivalence class of labelled nets satisfying some more additional conditions. 
For our purposes, the simpler definition above is enough. 
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i% [] blwf b% 1 blwf ?? blwt 
blwf blwf 
e 
0 
X 
blwt 
e 
iv- 
X 
bTf b?f 
(b% [] blwf ?? blwt) ; (b% [] blwt ?? blwf) 
h 
blwf bl rt 
l-l 
bc;7f 
l-l 
blwt 
(b3 [] blwf ?? blwt) ; (b% [] b2wf ?? b2wt) * stop 
blwf blwt b?t m e 
b?f blwf blwt 
OX 
Fig. 3. Box corresponding to a boolean variable. 
Observe that the box ~29([N : G1 11 . . . (( G,]) has the same places as &?(Gl 1) . . . 11 
G,). Fig. 3 shows several steps in the construction of the box corresponding to the 
expression 
B1 = (byf nblwf * blwt) ; (bxtublwt * blwf) * stop 
A consequence of this definition is that the boxes corresponding to expressions of the 
small box calculus are l-safe. This follows as a particular case of more general results 
proved by Devillers in [13]. A simple proof is given in the Appendix. 
Proposition 4.1. Zf E is an expression of the small box calculus, then B(E) is a 
l-safe net. 
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5. Proving mutual exclusion 
The most important property to show of Deklcer’s algorithm is that two processes 
are never both in their critical section. Before expressing it formally, we recall some 
definitions about traces. 
An occurrence sequence for a labelled Petri net with initial marking Ma 
is maximal if it is infinite or if no transitions are enabled at the final marking. The trace 
obtained from such a maximal occurrence sequence is the finite or infinite sequence 
al x2 . ..cli . . . . Two box expressions El and E2 are trace equivalent if the maximal 
occurrence sequences of I and I generate the same traces. 
A weak trace is obtained from a trace by removing all 0 actions, Box expressions 
El and E2 are weak trace equivalent, written El = E2, if the maximal occurrence 
sequences of B(El) and 93(E2) generate the same weak traces. 
We say that an equivalence z is a congruence for the small box calculus if G1 % G{ 
implies 
??GI opt% M G{ opG2 for up E {;, Cl,*}, and 
?? [JV- : G1 1) . . . I( G,] x [M: G; 1) . . + )I G,]. 
We have the following result, proved in the Appendix. 
Theorem 5.1. Weak trace equivalence is a congruence for the small box calculus. 
We can now formally express the property that two processes are never both in their 
critical section: 
In every weak trace of Dekker, between every two different occurrences of an enter 
name there is an occurrence of an exit name. 
We refer to this as the property of mutual exclusion. We will simplify Dekker using 
a technique [9,8] from process algebra such that, if the simplified expression satisfies 
mutual exclusion, then so does Dekker. Then we will apply Petri net techniques to 
the simplified expression. 
The idea behind the simplification is that only some of the actions of the algorithm 
play a role in establishing mutual exclusion. To remove the others, we define an 
operation that removes all occurrences of a synchronisation name in an expression, 
thereby weakening the synchronisation between concurrent components. 
Definition 5.2. The hiding of a name a in a box expression E, written E\a, is defined 
as follows: 
stop\a 3 stop 
a\a z o! - {a,S} 
(Gl ; Gz)\a = Gl\a; Gz\a 
(G1 OGz)\a = Gl\aOGz\a 
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(G1 * Gz)\a E G1 \a * Gz\a 
V’l II &)\a f Fl\a II F2\a 
[N : E]\a z [.N : E\a] 
When hiding of a name a is applied to an expression of the form [Jr/-: E], where 
a E N, it enlarges its set of weak traces, as shown by the next theorem (the proof is 
in the Appendix). However, enlargement is only guaranteed for traces having no actions 
with more than one name. The linearisation of a set Z of traces is the set of all traces 
that can be derived from traces in C by replacing actions of form {al,. . . , a,,} by the 
sequence {al}. . . {a,} of actions. Clearly, the traces of Dekker will satisfy mutual 
exclusion iff the linearisation of the traces do. 
Theorem 5.3. If a E JV, then the set of linearised weak traces of [.N : G1 II . f . I( G,] 
is contained in the set of linearised weak traces of [N: G1 11 ... 1) G,]\a. 
Intuitively, mutual exclusion is achieved in Dekker’s algorithm by the following 
strategy: process pi sets bi to true when it desires to enter its critical section, and then 
waits for bj to be false before actually entering the critical section. The k variables 
are not important for mutual exclusion and can therefore be hidden, Furthermore, true 
reads of variables bl and b2 are also unimportant, because they only prevent a process 
able to enter its critical section from further waiting. Therefore, the names representing 
these reads can also be hidden. 
Since hiding is commutative and associative, we will allow finite sets of names to 
be hidden, Hiding the k names and the names for reads of b variables gives 
Dekker’ 3 Dekker\{krl, kr2, kwl, kw2, blrt, b*rt} 
By moving the hidden actions into the parallel components, we have 
Dekker’ = [N: Pi ]I Pk ]I Bi (( Bk (( K’] 
where Pi is an abbreviation for Pl\{krl, kr2, kwl, kw2, blrt, bzrt}, and similarly for 
the other components. Repeated application of the definition of hiding gives: 
K’ r(t!Ju@*@; (0&?*8)*stop 
B; = (byf nbiwf * biwt) ; (@nblwt * blwf) *stop 
Pi z {bzt, request,}; Pi, * stop 
Pt, G (Pi, * bzrf); enterI; {exitl,bzf} 
- - 
Pi2 E bzrt; blwf; 8; blwt 
and similarly for Bh and Pi. 
By Theorem 5.3, if Dekker’ satisfies mutual exclusion, so does Dekker. We can 
further simplify Dekker’ by the following algebraic rules for the box calculus, which 
follow easily from the definitions. 
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Proposition 5.4. The following equations hold 
G;0 =G 
O;G =G 
GUG =G 
G (1 stop = G 
0 * stop = stop 
0*0=0 
Since weak trace equivalence is a congruence, we can substitute an expression G by 
an equivalent one G’ anywhere within Dekker’. By repeatedly simplifying B{ and P{, 
we get 
K" s stop 
B:' s (byf [Iblwf * blwt) ; (@nb,wt * blwf ) *stop 
Py s {bz,request,}; (b2rt;byff;bz * b2rf) ;enterl; {exitl,blwf} *stop 
The 0 in By cannot be eliminated because 8 [1 G = G does not generally hold. Using 
the fourth equation to remove K”, we get the following expression Dekker”: 
Dekker” E [JV: Py )I Pi I( By (1 Bz] 
The box g(Py ]I Pz 1) By 1) Bi) is shown in Fig. 4 (the exit places, which are not 
connected to any transition, have been omitted). The identities of places are shown 
inside the circles, while the labels of places and transitions are written close to the 
circles and boxes. The box W(Dekker”) has the same places, and fewer transitions, 
but a more complicated interconnection pattern (which makes it difficult to draw). 
We now apply net techniques to ?i?(Dekker"). In particular, we compute some 
S-invariants and some traps of g(Dekker”), and prove that Dekker” satisfies mu- 
tual exclusion. We first recall the basic definitions and notions about S-invariants and 
traps. 
Let N = (S, T, F) be a net. A mapping I : S --f Q is an S-invariant if, for every 
transition t E T 
c I(s) = p). 
SE.I 
Given a marking M of N, the product 1. A4 is defined as CsES I(s)M(s). The funda- 
mental property of an S-invariant I, which follows easily from its definition and the 
occurrence rule, is that in a Petri net (N,Mc), if M is a marking reachable from MO 
then we have 
I.M =I+Mo 
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blwt Gz b2wf b2wt 
B(B2”) 
Fig. 4. The box @(Py 11 P;’ 11 B;’ (1 Bg). 
This property can be used to prove that a given marking is not reachable, by finding 
a suitable S-invariant and showing that the equality does not hold. S-invariants can be 
efficiently computed using linear algebraic techniques (see, for instance, [l I]). In the 
sequel, we will identify an S-invariant and its corresponding equation. 
A trap of a net N = (S, T,F) is a set of places R C S such that R’ C ‘R, i.e., every 
output transition of some place of R is also an input transition of some other place 
of R. A trap R is marked at a marking A4 if M(s) > 0 for some place s of R. The 
fundamental property of a trap R is that if R is marked at a marking M and M’ 
is reachable from M, then R is also marked at M’; loosely speaking, marked traps 
remain marked. The reason is that, from the definition of a trap, every transition which 
removes tokens from some place of R also adds tokens to some place of R. 
The traps of a net can also be efficiently computed (directly from the structure of 
the net) using linear algebraic techniques [ 18, 151, or resolution algorithms for Horn 
clauses [21]. Several tools (e.g., [27]) can compute both S-invariants and traps. 
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It is easy to deduce from @(Py I( Pi 1) By I] B$) some of the S-invariants of 
g(Dekker”) using the following result (proved in the Appendix): 
Proposition 5.5. Every S-invariant of B(E) is also an S-invariant of .%T([.,V: El). 
Some S-invariants of g(Dekker”), computed using this proposition, are: 
.&) = 1, &(Q) = 1, (5.1) 
i=l i=l 
M(W) + M(ht) = 1, M(b2.f) + M(b2t) = 1. (5.2) 
We can also compute the following three traps, using any of the algorithms mentioned 
above (they can also be computed by hand from the boxes of the parallel components): 
{Sl,%ht}, {Q,Q,ht) (5.3) 
{SZ,SS,Y2,TS,blf,b2f}. (5.4) 
Since the initial marking of @Dekker”) puts tokens on the places si, q, bl f and 
b2 f, all these traps are marked at the initial marking, and therefore remain marked at 
any reachable marking. 
We prove that mutual exclusion holds for Dekker” by contradiction. Assume mutual 
exclusion does not hold. Then, for some reachable marking M we have M(q) = 1 
and M(YJ) = 1 in W(Dekker”). For this marking M, we have, by (1): 
M(q) = M(Q) = M(q) = 0, M(q) = M(Q) = M(Q) = 0. (5.5) 
Then by (5.5) and (5.3) 
M(blt) > 0, M(M) > 0, (5.6) 
which gives, by (5.2), that 
Wblf) = 0, M(bzf) = 0. 
But then, by (5.5) and (5.7) we get 
(5.7) 
WQ+Wss)+W-d+Mh)+Wblf)+Wbzf)=O 
which contradicts that (5.4) is an initially marked trap. 
Walker [31] formalises mutual exclusion as a modal p-calculus [28] formula that can 
be paraphrased as: “in all reachable states it is not the case that both exit 1 and exit2 
can occur”. We have expressed it in terms of traces. Walker proves mutual exclusion 
automatically by a model checking facility of the Concurrency Workbench [lo]. Given 
a CCS process and a modal p-calculus formula, the model checker responds with ‘yes’ 
if the process satisfies the formula, and ‘no’ otherwise. Our proof using S-invariants 
and traps is more work, but yields insight into how the algorithm provides mutual 
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exclusion. Furthermore, our approach does not suffer as badly from scaling problems: 
the Concurrency Workbench can currently handle processes with no more than about 
5000 states. In principle, we could have used an automatic proof method because 
the operational semantics of the box calculus [ 171 provides for the construction of a 
transition system from a box calculus expression. On the other hand, a hand proof of 
mutual exclusion for the CCS version of the algorithm, using one of the proof systems 
available for CCS and the modal p-calculus [30,7], would probably be less concise 
than our proof. 
6. Proving deadlock-freedom 
We show that Dekker is deadlock-free, or, more precisely, that every reachable 
marking of the box @Dekker) enables some transition. The proof again makes use 
of S-invariants and traps, and is simpler than the proof of mutual exclusion. 
The box B(P1 I] Pa )I K) is shown in Fig. 5 (to obtain W(P, )I P2 (I B1 1) B2 1) K), add 
the boxes for B1 and B2 shown in Fig. 4). 
We have the following S-invariants: 
kM(Si) = 1, .&f(q) = 1, 
i=l i=l 
(6.1) 
Wblf) + W&t) = 1, Wb2f) + M(b2t) = 1, (6.2) 
M(k1) +M(k2) = 1. (6.3) 
We can also compute the following traps: 
{Sl,..., S5,hf), {Q,...,Sb2f} (6.4) 
Using (6.1), we divide the set of reachable markings into the following three, possibly 
nondisjoint classes, and prove that all of them enable some transition. 
(a)M(sl)+M(S3)+M(Sq)+M(Sg)+M(S7)= 1. 
Then M enables some transition. We prove it for M(q) = 1, the other cases being 
similar. In g(Dekker), sg has two output transitions: one has s3 and kl as input places, 
and the other s3 and k2. By (6.3), a reachable marking which puts a token on s3 also 
marks either kl or k2, and therefore one of these two transitions is enabled. Similar 
arguments hold for the other places, because all of them have ‘write’ output transitions. 
(b)M(rl)+M(~3)+M(rq)+M(r5)+M(r7)= 1. 
Symmetric. 
(c) M(Q) + M&i) = 1 and M(Q) + M(Q) = 1. 
We consider separately the four possible subcases: 
(1) M(Q) = 1 and M(Q) = 1. If one of the places bif and b2f is marked, then 
one of the output transitions corresponding to the names barf or birf is enabled. If 
not, then, by (6.2), the places bit and b2t are marked. By (6.3), either the transition 
corresponding to {hart, kr2) or the one corresponding to {blrt, kri} is enabled. 
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(2) M(sg) = 1 and M(r6) = 1. By (6.3), either the transition corresponding to krl 
or the one corresponding to kr2 is enabled. 
I?\ 111_ \ ~J, ‘“\s2, = 1 and i$@) = 1. n-. II 1, l/ *\ _.-1 II 1, Ir-r_- _- rL_ -f-I-r\ i5y (o.I), (o.L), anu (0.4) fmdp on me ngnr~, we 
have M(b2 f) > 0, which implies that the output transition of s2 corresponding to the 
name bnrf is enabled. 
(4) M(s~) = 1 and M(Q) = 1. Symmetrical to subcase (3). 
In [31], deadlock freedom is not formalised or proved. 
7. Proving liveness 
The liveness property we wish to prove of Dekker’s algorithm is that, under a certain 
fairness assumption, if a process requests access to the critical section, then it eventually 
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enters the critical section. 4 The notion of fairness we use is justice, introduced in [ 191, 
but relativised with respect to a set of names. Loosely speaking, a sequence is just if 
any action of this given set which is eventually always enabled occurs infinitely often. 
We now attempt to formalise this property in terms of traces. In a trace of Dekker, 
the possible actions are 8, or one of request,, entry,, exiti for i = 1,2. As in 
CCS, we cannot tell, from the occurrence of a synchronisation action, the names on 
which the synchronisation took place. For example, an 0 action could be the result of 
the synchronisation of a and ;i or b and b. However, in order to formalise the fairness 
assumption we need this information. 
This problem can be solved, without changing the semantics of the scoping operator, 
by changing the naming convention in the translation of B(PN)2 to the box calculus. 
While the translation of variables remains unchanged, we now assign to expressions 
u := c and u = c the sets of names {vwc,VWC} and {vrc,VRC}. So, for instance, we 
now have 
6(((k = 1 V (k = 2 A b2 := false))) = {krl,KRl}O{kr2,KR2,b~f,B~} 
The new names VWC, VRC never synchronise, because their conjugates do not appear 
in the box expression. There are no longer any 0 actions, and each action indicates the 
synchronising names. 
To formalise the fairness assumption, let A be a set of names. An infinite occurrence 
sequence A40 -3 Mi 11 .. . is A-just if every transition which is enabled almost 
everywhere (i.e. enabled at all but finitely many of the markings Mo,Mr . . .) and carries 
a label from A occurs infinitely often in the sequence. A trace is A-just if some A-just 
occurrence sequence generates it. The relativisation is introduced to take care of the fact 
that a process may never wish to access its critical section. In an infinite trace where the 
first process never requests access to the critical section, the action {Bz, request,} is 
continuously enabled but never taken. Such a trace should not be excluded as violating 
the fairness assumption, because one should not assume that a process eventually wishes 
to access the critical section. So we define A as the set of all actions that appear in 
Dekker except the actions {Bz,request,} and {Bz,request,}. We prove that 
Dekker satisfies the following: 
For i = 1,2, if the name request, occurs at some point in an A-just infinite trace, 
then enteri occurs at some later point. 
We refer to this as the property of liveness. Notice that liveness considers only infinite 
traces, and therefore may hold for algorithms that can deadlock before a request is 
granted. This possibility does not exist for Dekker’s algorithm, because, as proved 
above, it is deadlock-free. 
We will prove that Dekker satisfies the part of liveness corresponding to i = 2; the 
other part is similar. 5 First, we introduce T-invariants, the additional analysis technique 
4 ‘Liveness’ refers here to the usual division of properties into safety and liveness properties, and not to the 
notion of liveness in Petri nets (absence of global or partial deadlocks). 
5 Notice that Dekkar is not completely symmetrical, because the variable k is initially set to 1. 
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we will use. All the results we present are well-known; however, we give short proofs 
in the Appendix, for completeness. 
Let N = (S, T, F) be a net. A mapping J : T --+ Q is a T-invariant if, for every 
place s E S 
C J(t) = t~.J(O E’S 
A T-invariant J is semi-positive if J(t) 20 for every transition t, and J(t) # 0 for 
some transition t. The support of a semi-positive T-invariant J is the set of transitions 
t such that J(t) > 0. The property of T-invariants we are interested in is the following 
Proposition. 
Proposition 7.1. Let (N,&) be a l-safe Petri net, and let C = MO L MI 12 . .. 
be an injinite occurrence sequence. The set of transitions of N that appear infinitely 
often in the sequence is the support of a semi-positive T-invariant. 
A minimal T-invariant is a semi-positive T-invariant whose support is minimal with 
respect to set inclusion. We have the following property. 
Proposition 7.2. Every semi-positive T-invariant is the sum (dejned component-wise) 
of minimal T-invariants. 
Minimal T-invariants can be calculated using techniques of linear algebra and linear 
programming (see [l 11). This concludes our introduction to T-invariants. 
To prove liveness, we assume that some infinite occurrence sequence C = MO -% 
t2 Ml - M* 2 . . . of &?(Dekker) contains a transition labelled by request,, but 
no later transition labelled by enter2. Let A(C) be the set of actions which label the 
transitions occurring infinitely often in C. Note that enter2 does not belong to A(C). 
We show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. We compute the set of 
minimal T-invariants of S?(Dekker) whose support does not contain the transition 
labelled entera. The sets of labels of their supports are: 
Al = {{request,,B~},B2RF,{K~,enterl},{exitl,B~}} 
A2 = { {B2RT, KR2}, Bz, KRI, Bz} 
A3 = {{B1RT,KRI},B~,KR2,B~} 
Notice that now a transition labelled by b2rf in Fig. 5 is in fact labelled by {b2rf, B2RF} 
The sets Al and A* correspond to the big and small circuits, respectively, of 98(P,), 
while A3 corresponds to the small circuit of 93(P2). 
By Proposition 7.1, the set of transitions of a(Dekker) that occur in C is the support 
of a semi-positive T-invariant, and therefore the union of the supports of some minimal 
T-invariants. So A(C) is the union of one or more of the sets Al, A2 and A3. 
We immediately observe that A2 cannot be included in A(C), because every com- 
putation which executes transitions labelled by KR2 and KRl infinitely often must also 
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execute some transition labelled by I6i infinitely often, and I% is not present in any 
of A,, AZ, AJ. We can exclude A3 for the same reason. 
To prove that A(C) cannot be Al, we first look at the box W(P1 I] Pz 11 B1 I] B2 ]I K). 
Using Proposition 5.5, it is easy to deduce some of the S-invariants of L@(Dekker) 
from this box. 
&(Si) = 1, $M(ri) = 1, (7.1) 
i=l i=l 
M(W) +M(ht) = 1, Wb2f) + Wb2t) = 1, (7.2) 
M(k1) +M(k2) = 1. (7.3) 
We can also compute the following initially marked trap: 
{rl,r6,r7,b2t}. (7.4) 
Now, let C = MO 5 Mi 3 . . . and assume A(C) = Al. Then there exists an index 
j such that for every 12 j 
(a) Ml(k2) = 1 (because I$ occurs infinitely often in C, but KT does not), 
(b) M/(&f) = 1 (because B&P occurs infinitely often in C, but Bz does not), 
and 
(c) M,(F-~) = 1 for some place r, of @P2) (because the transitions labelled by the 
names of Pa occur only finitely often in C; so j can be taken greater than the index 
of the last occurrence of any of these transitions). 
Making use of(c), we explore the possibilities for r,. If r, belongs to {r2,rs,r4,r5} 
then, by (7.1), (7.2), and (7.4), for all I aj we have M,(b~f) = 0. This contradicts 
(b). If r, belongs to {q,r7} then its output transition in B(Dekker) is labelled with 
a ‘write’ action, which is enabled at every MI, 12 j. This contradicts the justice of C. 
If r,,, = rg, then its output transition carries the label KR2, and so KR2 is enabled at 
every MI, 12 j by (a). This contradicts the justice of C. 
Since there are no other possibilities for r,,,, we reach a contradiction. So liveness 
holds for i = 2. In [31] two liveness properties are considered. Both are concerned with 
whether a process will eventually enter its critical section after it requests entry. For the 
first property it is assumed only that some process continues to enter or exit its critical 
section. This property was expressed by Walker as a modal p-calculus property and 
shown not to hold of Dekker’s algorithm. For the second property a stronger fairness 
assumption is made: both processes continue to read or write the shared variables. 
This property cannot be conveniently expressed in the modal ,u-calculus, and so was 
not checked by Walker. 
To show that the fairness assumption is essential to prove the property, we give now 
a computation C such that A(C) = Al. 
C = {Bz,request,} {Bz,request,} {B1’RT,KRl} B% 
(B~RF {GZ,enterl} { exitl,B*} {Bx,request,} )” 
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Roughly speaking, what happens in this trace is that P2 refuses to perform KR2, although 
it can do it at any time after the occurrence of Bz. 
8. Dijkstra’s algorithm 
The techniques we have used for Dekker’s algorithm suffice to prove mutual exclu- 
sion, deadlock-freedom, and suitable liveness properties for all the mutual exclusion 
algorithms studied by Walker in [31]. To support this claim, we take Dijkstra’s algo- 
rithm [14]. 
We encode the two processes into programs PI, ~2. They use four shared boolean 
variables, bt, b2, cl and ~2, as well as a shared variable k having { 1,2} as its set of 
values. We give the code for ~1; the code for p2 is obtained by exchanging 1 and 2 
everywhere. 
(bl := false); 
do 
(k = 2); (ct := true); 
do ( k = 1 V (k = 2 A b2 = false) ) exit 
0 (k=2r\b2=true); (k:=l) exit 
od repeat 
0 (k = 1); (ct := false); 
do . (q = false) exit 
Ci (~2 = true); 
critical section; 
(ct := true); (b, := true); (bl := false) exit 
od repeat 
od 
The complete program is 
var bl, b2, cl, ~2: {true, false} init false; 
var k:{1,2} init 1 
PI II Pz 
Once again, if ( k = 2 A b2 = true ) is replaced by (k = 2); (bz = true), then the 
program may deadlock. 
The expression Pi for the subprogram p1 of Dijkstra’s algorithm is given by the 
following abbreviations: 
PI E {bzf, request,}; PII 
PiI E kr2; czt; PI2 0 krl; czf; Pia * stop 
PI2 E stop * krl II (kr2,bzrf) 0 {kr2,b2rt};G 
PIa E stop * czrf 0 {c&,enterI}; {c?t,exitl};bz; {bzf,request,} 
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Dijkatra = [N: Pi 11 Pa I( B1 I] B2 11 Cl ]I CZ ]I Kl 
where M is the set of names of the five variables. 
8.1. Mutual exclusion 
Intuitively, mutual exclusion is achieved in Dijkstra’s algorithm by the following 
strategy: process pi can only acces the critical section when the variable c2 is true, but 
122 is set to true by process p2 when it leaves the critical section. So we hide the actions 
of three variables of @(Dij kstra), namely bi, b2, and k. As in the case of Delcker’s 
algorithm, false reads of variables cl and c2 are also unimportant, because they only 
prevent a process able to enter the critical section from further waiting. However, 
we do not hide these variables because doing so would yield no simplification. After 
simplifying by the equations of Proposition 5, we obtain the following box expression 
Di jkstra’ = [N : Pi I( Pi 1) Cl 11 C2] 
where 
Pi = c* 0 cFf; (c2rf II {csrt,enterl}; {ccl;‘t,exitl}) * stop 
The simplification is much more significant here than for Deklcer’s algorithm. The box 
&?(P: (1 P$) is shown in Fig. 6. 
The proof of mutual exclusion is very similar to that of Delclcer’s algorithm. We 
have the following invariants of g(Dijkstra’): 
$M($) = 1, ,$M(r,) = 1, (8.1) 
i=l i=l 
M(blf) +M(ht) = 1, M(bzj-) + M(bzt) = 1 (8.2) 
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and the following three traps: 
{Sl,Clf), {a CZf), (8.3) 
{sl,S2,rl,r2,Clt,C2t}. (8.4) 
Assume mutual exclusion does not hold. Then, for some reachable marking M we 
have M(s~) = 1 and M(Q) = 1 in g(Dijkstra’) 
For this marking M, we have, by (8.1): 
M(q) = M(Q) = 0, 
Then by (8.5) and (8.3) 
M(q) = M(Q) = 0. 
M(Clf) > 0, MC2.f) > 0 
which gives, by (8.2), that 
M(q t) = 0, M(c2t) = 0. 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
(8.7) 
But then, by (8.5) and (8.7) we get 
M(s1) + M(S2) + M(Y1) + q-2) + M(c1t) + M(c2t) = 0, 
which contradicts that (8.4) is an initially marked trap. 
8.2. Deadlock-freedom 
Deadlock-freedom turns out to be easier to prove for Dijkstra’s algorithm than for 
Dekker’s. In particular, we do not have to compute any traps. We outline the proof, 
and leave the details to the interested reader. The box g(Pl ]I Pz) is shown in Fig. 
7. As in the case of Dekker’s algorithm, markings that put a token in the places of 
the box C@(P, 11 P2) that have a ‘write’ output transition enable some transition. All 
places except ~2, sg, r2 and r-9 have such a transition. Markings that put a token on 
s2 or r-2 enable either the transition corresponding to krl or the one corresponding 
to kr2, because of the invariant M(k1) + M(k2) = 1. Similarly, markings that put a 
token on sg or r9 enable some transition due to the invariants M(k1) +M(k2) = 1 and 
M(b2f) + lv(b2t) = 1. 
8.3. Liveness 
Dijkstra’s algorithm is not starvation-free, i.e., a process which requests access to 
the critical section may never have it granted, even under fairness assumptions [ 161. 
It is however globally starvation-free, in the sense that at least one of the processes 
which have requested access to the critical section will enter it. Again, this property 
only holds under a justice assumption. We formalise the property as follows: 
If a request name (i.e., either request, or request,) occurs at some point in 
an A-just infinite trace, then an enter name (i.e., either enter1 or enter,) occurs 
at some later point, 
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where the set A is defined again as the set of all actions that appear in Dijkstra 
except those containing the names request, or request,. 
The proof of this property is more complicated than the corresponding proof of 
Deklcer’s algorithm, but uses the same techniques, namely S- and T-invariants and 
traps. 
We assume that some infinite occurrence sequence C = MO & A41 -% A42 A . . . 
of a(Dekker) contains a transition labelled by a request name, but no later transition 
labelled by an enter name. This assumption leads to a contradiction. We compute 
the set of minimal T-invariants of ?d(Dekker) whose support does not contain the 
transitions labelled with enter names. The sets of labels of their supports are: 
Al = { KR1,C?,C2RF } 
B1 = {KR2,C~,KRl} 
C1 = { KR2,C$t,{KR2,B2RF} } 
D1 = {KR2,C!,{KR2,B1RT},K% } 
and sets A2 , . . . ,D2 obtained from AI,. . . , D1 by exchanging 1 and 2 everywhere. 
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Let C=h4c &Ml LMz..., and let A(C) be the set of actions which label the 
transitions that occur in C infinitely often. Then A(C) has to be the union of one or 
more of Al ,..., Di,A2, . . . , D2. Since there exists an index j such that, for every 12 j, 
the transition Q is labelled with some action of A(C), we conclude that the marking 
Ml puts a token in one of the places of the set 
{~2,~3,~4~%,~9,~10} 
and a token in one of the places of the set 
{~2,~3,~4,~8,~9,~10}. 
Now, we use the following two traps: 
It follows that Ml puts a token in b2 f. This implies that D1 cannot be included in 
A(C), because BIRT cannot occur infinitely often in C. Similarly, we can conclude that 
02 is not included in A(C). B1 cannot be included in A(C), because every computation 
which executes transitions labelled by KR2 and KRl infinitely often must also execute 
some transition labelled by 6i (and l%?) infinitely often, and g is not present in 
any ofA ,..., CI,A2 ,..., C2. 
We are left with Al, C,,A2, C2. None of them contains the names G or Kz. More- 
over, Al and C2 contain the name KRI, while Cl and AZ contain the name KR2. It 
follows that either A(C) E Al U C;! or A(C) C Cl U AZ, because otherwise C contains 
infinitely many occurrences of KR2 and KRI, but only finitely many of 6!i and 62. 
Assume A(C) 2 AI U C, (the other case is symmetrical). We cannot have A(C) = 
Cl UA2 because then C contains infinitely many occurrences of the name C= and &RF, 
but only finitely many of C?. So either A(C) = Al or A(C) = C2. If A(C) = C2, 
then there exists an index j such that for every index I> j, Ml(s,) = 1 for some place 
s, of B(P1) (because the transitions labelled by the names of P2 occur only finitely 
often in C; so j can be taken greater than the index of the last occurrence of any of 
these transitions). An inspection of the box @(Pi) shows that, for all possible values 
of m, one of the output transitions of s, is enabled at every marking of C with index 
greater than or equal to I, which contradicts the A-justice of C. The case A(C) = A, is 
discarded similarly. Walker (in [3 11) proves mutual exclusion and liveness of Dijkstra’s 
algorithm similarly as he did for Dekker’s algorithm. Since the programming language 
he uses does not support composite atomic actions, the atomicity of the two reads k = 2 
and b2 = true is enforced by introducing extra semaphores in the process expressions 
for the boolean variables. 
9. Conclusions 
We have written Dekker’s and Dijkstra’s mutual exclusion algorithms in the lan- 
guage B(PN)2, translated them to the box calculus, and then proved properties of them 
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with techniques from Petri nets and process algebra. We have checked that the same 
approach works for the other three (correct) algorithms considered in [31], namely 
those of Peterson, Knuth, and Lamport, which we have not considered here. 
We have claimed that the box calculus allows for a concise translation from B(PN)2, 
and a smooth integration of verification techniques. To assess these claims we will 
contrast our approach with that of Walker in [31]. 
Walker translated Milner’s parallel programming language to CCS through an ad 
hoc translation similar to the definition of Milner’s language. Because the language 
definition was not intended to serve as a translation, and because CCS was not designed 
for the easy encoding of parallel programs, the translation is sometimes awkward. For 
example, in translating the assignment if b[k] then k := i in Dijkstra’s algorithm, 
Walker represents the variable k in CCS so that it can be ‘locked’ while variable b is 
being read: 
- 
Kl = krl.Kl + kwl.Kl + kw2.K2 
get.(klrl.put.K1 + ksrl.put.Kl) 
K2 = kr2.K2 + kw2.K2 + kwl.Kl 
get.(kIr2.put.K2 +kzr2.put.K2) 
In the box calculus, variables k and b can be read at once, allowing a simpler repre- 
sentation of k: 
K r(i&i 0 kwl*kw2); (kz 0 kw2 *kwl )* stop 
The definition of actions as sets of names in the box calculus also helped. Walker 
added enter, exit, and request as probe actions in the CCS form of his algo- 
rithms. For example, in the representation of Dekker’s algorithm the name request, 
was added after actions blwt and b2wt. This point of insertion was chosen because 
process i indicates its wish to enter the critical section by setting variable bi to true. 
However, with the box calculus the probe can be made to occur simultaneously with 
the assignment. Thus we avoid the problem Walker faces of ensuring that the probe 
does not change the behaviour of the algorithm. The labelling of internal 0 actions in 
the liveness proofs was also made possible by set-based actions. 
Overall, the nets one would obtain from Walker’s CCS agents are larger than the 
nets we obtained from our box calculus expressions. If a net semantics for CCS similar 
to Olderog’s for CCSP [24] were used, Walker’s version of Dekker’s algorithm would 
lead to a net with 28 places and 28 transitions. Our net had 25 places (including 7 
exit places without input or output transitions, which could easily be removed) and 16 
transitions. The savings are in part due to the fact that we can model composite await 
statements in the box calculus, which have to be simulated by means of a busy waiting 
loop in CCS. In the case of Dijkstra’s algorithm, Walker’s version would lead to a net 
with 56 places and 50 transitions, while our net had 37 places and 28 transitions. This 
time the savings are mostly due to the simpler expressions for two-valued variables 
shown above. 
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Walker’s CCS models of the algorithms are smaller than those obtained using Mil- 
ner’s translation, and therefore lead to smaller nets. Best and Hopkins report (in [4]) 
that, using Milner’s translation, Peterson’s mutual exclusion is modelled by a net hav- 
ing 107 places and 55 transitions, against 26 places and 34 transitions using B(PN)’ 
and the box calculus. 
Our ability to combine verification techniques from process algebra and Petri nets 
cannot be compared directly to Walker’s work, since his results were automatically 
checked by a tool. Therefore we will simply summarise the degree to which we were 
able to combine techniques. 
For mutual exclusion, techniques from process algebra and Petri nets were tightly 
integrated. The technique of hiding synchronisation actions reduced Dekker’s net from 
41 to 32 nodes, and Dijkstra’s from 65 to 24. Simpler nets made the analysis with 
S-invariants and traps simpler. S-invariants and traps provided a standard technique 
which succeeded in proving mutual exclusion for the two algorithms. 
Sinvariants on their own are not enough to prove mutual exclusion for Dekker’s 
and Dijkstra’s algorithms. This can be shown by modifying the corresponding nets so 
that the set of S-invariants does not change, but mutual exclusion no longer holds. It 
is remarkable that the additional use of traps, which are also easy to compute, allows 
mutual exclusion to be proved for the five algorithms considered in [31]. To the best 
of our knowledge, this is the first case study giving evidence of the power of traps in 
practical cases. 
Hiding of synchronisation variables was not used in proving the liveness proper- 
ties, because they hold thanks to a delicate interplay of all the variables. Here, the 
box calculus made it possible to reason about complicated nets like a(Dekker) and 
@(Dijkstra) by drawing only the components before the synchronisation, and not the 
full nets. In fact, it does not seem possible to draw @(Dekker) and g(Dijkstra) in 
any sensible way because of the complicated interconnection pattern of the nodes. 
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Appendix A 
A.I. Box semantics 
We define the mapping g which associates a box to a given box expression. Our 
definitions coincide with those of [2] for the fragment of the Box Calculus that we are 
considering. 
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We fkst introduce two operations on labelled nets. They are defined only for disjoint 
labelled nets, meaning disjoint sets of nodes (not of labels!). Therefore, before applying 
the operation to two nets, it is assumed that the places and transitions have been 
adequately renamed. 
Definition A.l. Let 21 = (Sl,T,,F1,11) and Ct = (SZ,T~,FZ,&) be two disjoint la- 
belled nets (meaning that St U T, and S2 U Tz are disjoint sets). The union of Ct and 
& is defined by 
Let C = (S, T, F, A) be a labelled net, let S’ be a subset of S, and let 1 E {{e}, 0, {x}}. 
The labelled net Merge(C,S’, I) = (SM, TM, FM, 2~) is defined as follows: 
??SM = (S \ S’) u {sM}, where SM @ S; 
. TM = T; 
??FM is the result of substituting SM for every occurrence of a place of S’ in the 
elements of F; 
??AM coincides with 1 on (S \ S’) U T, and A(sM) = I 
Loosely speaking, Merge(C,S’, I) adds a new place to C, labelled by I, whose set 
of input (output) transitions is the union of the sets of input (output) transitions of the 
elements of S’, and removes the places of S’ together with their adjacent arcs. 
Now we define: 
Definition A.2. 
Wstop) = ({~~,~~),0,0, {se + {e),.c + {x))) 
g(a) = ({LG}, {f), {(se,t>,(6~x)), {se + {e),h --+ {x),t 4 a)) 
~(GI;G~)=M~~~~(~(GI)U~(G~),~(GI)’U’~(G~),~) 
B(G1 0 G2) = Merge(Merge(93(G1) LI L#(G2), 
‘I U ??39(G2),{e}),WG1)* U @(Gl)‘, (~1) 
B(G1 * Gz) = Merge(B(G1) LI B(G2),*W(Gl) U B(G1)’ U ??L@(G2),0) 
cSY(Gl 11 ... )I G,)=~?~~(GI)U...LJW(G,) 
Definition A.3. Let B = (S, T,F,I) be a box, and let a be a name. The box [a: B] is 
defined in two steps, as follows 
Define B1 = (Sl, TI, F1, II ) in the following way: 
St = s, 
Tl =TU{{t,t’} 1 t,t’ E Tl Au E A(t)A?i; /l(i)}, 
FI = F U {(s, {t, t’}) ( {t, t’} E T, A ((s, t) E F V (s, t’) E F} 
U{({~,t’},s) I {td’} E TI A ((cs) E F V (t’,s) E F}, 
111 = 1 u {{t, t’} + A(t) u A(i) \ {fz,ii}}. 
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Define [a : B] = BZ = (S2, Tz,Fz, AZ) as 
s2 =s1, 
T2 = TI \ {t E Tl I {a,;) r--- b(t) #  8), 
F2=Fl n((Sl x Tl)u(Tl x &)I, 
12 = restriction of Ai to Si U TI. 
Now, for JV = {ai,. ..,a,}, define 
%?([M: G, I( . . . 11 G,,]) = [al : . . . [a,: B(G1 I( . . * (( G,)] . . -1 
It is shown in [2] that this definition does not depend on the order in which scoping 
is applied to the names of JV’. It follows easily from the definitions that B is well- 
defined, i.e. that it yields a labelled net satisfying the conditions of a box. 
A.2. The boxes of the small box-calculus are l-safe 
The following proposition follows immediately from the definitions, 
Proposition A.4 For every expression G, the box g(G) has exactly one entry and 
one exit place. Moreover, every transition of a(G) has exactly one input and one 
output place. 
Proof. By an easy structural induction on G. ??
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since g(G) has one entry place by Proposition A.4, the 
total number of tokens of the initial marking is 1. Since, also by Proposition A.4, 
every transition of a(G) has exactly one input place and one output place, the total 
number of tokens at any reachable marking of L!??(G) is 1 as well (recall that we 
identify 98(G) and the Petri net composed by g(G) and its initial marking). So W(G) 
is l-safe. 
Clearly, if a(Gi),.-. ,W(G,,) are l-safe, then 8(Gi) U .. . LI a(G,) is l-safe. So 
%Y(Gi (1 . . . (1 G,) is l-safe. 
It remains to prove that 99( [JV : G1 1) . . . )I G,]) is l-safe. By the net semantics of 
scoping, and since 5’8(Gi )I . . . 11 G,) is l-safe, it suffices to prove the following: if B 
is a l-safe box, then [a: B] is also l-safe. 
We show that the boxes B1 and B2 of Definition A.3 are l-safe. 
For Bl, we prove that every reachable marking of BI is also a reachable marking 
of B, which implies the result. It suffices to prove that if M is a reachable marking of 
B and B,, and M A M’ in B,, then M’ is a reachable marking of B (the result then 
follows by induction on the length of the occurrence sequences of B1 ). 
If t is also a transition of B, then, by the definition of BI, t has the same pre- and 
post-set in both B and B,. Therefore, we also have M 5 M’ in B. So M’ is reachable 
in B. 
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If 1 is not a transition of B, then it is of the form {t’, t”}, for two transitions t’, 1” 
of B. Moreover, the pre-set (post-set) of t in BI is the union of the pre-sets (post-sets) 
of t’ and t” in B. Therefore, we have M I’ M’ in B. So M’ is reachable in B. 
For B2, it suffices to observe that B2 is obtained from BI by removing some tran- 
sitions, together with their input and output arcs. It follows that the set of reachable 
markings of B2 is included in the set of reachable markings of BI. ??
A.3. Weak traces 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We prove that weak trace equivalence is preserved by all the 
combinators. Let #T(B) denote the set of weak traces of a box B, and let @T/(B) and 
m’(B) denote the finite and infinite elements of WT(B). Define WT(G) = FK”(W(G)), 
and similarly define WT/(G) and WT’(G). The following equalities can be easily 
derived from the definition of $8: 
?? WT(Gi ; G2) = WT’(Gi ) U (WTf(G2); V’T(Gt )), where the semicolon on the right 
side means concatenation of traces; 
. H’T(G, 0 G2) = WT(Gi) U WT(G2); 
?? WT(Gl * G2) = FV’(G1) U ( WT/(GI)*; WT(Gz)), where * is the usual Kleene 
operator. 
This proves that Gi = Gi implies Gi op G2 = G{ op G2 for op E {; ,I, *}. 
It remains to prove that Gi = Gi implies 
[A’-: Gl I( -.. 11 G,] = [A’“: G; I( ... 11 G,J. 
Let B = 99(G1 I( .. . 11 G,) and B’ = g(Gi II .. . 11 G,). Let turther B1 = [JV: B] and 
B’, = [N : B’] We show FVT(B, ) = WT(B’, ), which implies the result. By symmetry, 
it suffices to prove WZ”(B1) C FVT(B’,). Let g be an element of VTf(Bl). Let r = 
Ma 11 M, * . f . be a (finite or infinite) occurrence sequence of BI that generates 
(T. Let j range over the finite or infinite set of subindices of the markings of r. By the 
definition of B,, there exist sets Vi, U2,. . . U,,, of transitions of B such that tj = Uj for 
every j (actually, these sets may contain just one element, and in that case we identify 
tj and the singleton {tj}). For each 1 <i < n, let ri be the projection of r on g(Gi), 
obtained from r in the following way: 
( 1) project every marking onto the set of places of 99( Gi), and project every set Uj 
onto the set of transitions of 9Y(Gi); 
(2) contract every subsequence of the sequence so obtained having the form A4 3 
M to the sequence M. 
Since ‘tj = ‘Uj and t,f = UT by the definition of B1, the sequence ri is an occurrence 
sequence of the box a(Gi). 
Since FVZ’(Gi ) = FVT(G{ ), there exists an occurrence sequence 7: of @(G{ ) which 
generates the same weak trace as zi. Then we can construct a sequence r’ = MA 2 
u: M; - . . . satisfying the following three properties: 
(1) the projection of r’ on @(Gi) is r{ ; 
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(2) the projection of r’ on &?(Gi) is ri for 2 < i <n; 
(3) the sequence of actions A,(U)) A*(&). . . can be obtained from A;( Vi) &(Ui). . . 
by removing some 0 actions. 
By (3), the box B’, contains for every index j a transition ti = 17;. Therefore, r’ is 
an occurrence sequence of B’,, and it generates the same weak trace as z, which is the 
result we are after. 0 
We illustrate this proof in a particular example. Let 
G, = {a, b} * stop 
G; = {a, b}; 0; GI 
Gz=ii * stop 
The boxes A9(Gl), a(G', ), I, g([a : Gi (1 GJ) and B([a : Gi 11 G2] are shown in 
Fig. 8. 
The sequence cr = au is a weak trace of [a : G1 )I G2]. The occurrence sequence 
generates (r. We have 
z1 = {s,} -5 {Sl} fl {s,} 
~2 = (0) -Jf-+ jr,) 5 {rl} 
The sequence tl generates the trace {a, b} {a, b}. Now, we can take 
2; ={s;}L{s;} r: {s;} 1: {si} 
which generates the same trace. Finally, we define 
which satisfies properties (l)-(3). This sequence generates the same weak trace as r. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We can write [JV” : Gi (( . . . (I G,] equivalently as [a: [JV - 
{u} : G1 1) . . 1) G,J]. Suppose B([u : [M - {u} : GI 1) . . . )I G,J]) can perform action 
a. If the action is not due to synchronisation on a, then %([J(T - {u} : Gl ]I . + . 1) GJ) 
can also perform a to reach the same marking. Since a $ a, so can &9([N-{u} : Gi\u I( 
. . . I( Gn\u]) which is the same box as ~([JV” : G1 ]I . . . )I G,J\u). On the other hand, 
if a = p U y, due to synchronisation of an action {u} U j? of some Gi and an action 
(2;) U j? of some Gj, then ~([JV’ - {u} : Gi\u I( ... )I Gn\u]) can perform both 
y /I and fi y to reach the same marking. Furthermore, the weak linearised traces of 
{y U /?} are the same as those of {y fl, p y}. Since in either case the same marking 
is reached, @([a : [N - (~1 : G II . . . II ‘41) can continue to match actions of 
99([.N : Gi 11 . . . )I G,J\u) in this way. ??
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 5.1 
A.4. S- and T-invariants 
Proof of Proposition 5.5. First, observe that ,%3(E) and ?&[.N: E]) have the same sets 
of places. Let I be an S-invariant of g(E). We have to show that for every transition 
t of 23([N : E]) we have 
By the definition of scoping, the set of input (output) places of a transition t of 
~([JV: E]) is the union of the sets of input (output) places of a certain set T of 
transitions of the box g(E). We then have 
f’ETSE.f’ I’ETsEP SEP 
which proves that I is an S-invariant of @([M : El). 0 
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Proof of Proposition 7.1. &+I Let C’ = IV-i A A&+, --+ .. . be a suffix of C such 
that every transition of N appears either never or infinitely often in C’. Since (N,Mo) 
is l-safe, it has finitely many reachable markings. So there exists a marking M such 
that iVf = Mk+j for infinitely many VdUeS of j. 
Choose two of those values, ji, j2, such that for every transition t that appears in 
C’, t = tk for some ji <k < j2. Define the mapping J : T + Q in the following way 
(T is the set of transitions of N): 
J(t) = number of times that t appears between Mj, and Mj2 
By the occurrence rule, we have for every place s: 
Mjz(s) = Mj,(S) + C J(t) - C J(t) 
fE.S ES’ 
Since Mj,(s) = M(s) = Mj2(s), J is a T-invariant of N, and its support is the set of 
transitions that appear infinitely often in C. 0 
Proof of Proposition 7.2. It follows immediately from the definition that semi-positive 
T-invariants are closed under sum (defined component-wise) and multiplication by a 
positive scalar. Let J be a semi-positive invariant. If J is minimal, we are done. If J 
is not minimal, then there exists a minimal T-invariant J’ with smaller support. We 
can find a constant k such that J” = J - k . J’ is a semi-positive T-invariant, whose 
support is smaller than that of J. So J = k . J’ + J”. If J” is minimal, we are done. 
Otherwise, we iterate the procedure. 0 
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